
Lesson Plan*

LESSON TITLE: 

SUMMARY:

GRADE BAND: TIME REQUIRED:

3-5 High School

Materials List (i.e., string, digital diary, raspberry pi, web link, drone):

Describe any Previous Knowledge that may be Required:

K-2 6-8 minutes

LESSON LEARNING OUTCOMES:  Upon completion of this lesson, students will be able to: 
Outcome Examples



- Describe the Focused Activity:

- Describe the Teacher Instruction:

How will you facilitate the learning? 
- Describe the Warm-up Activity:



Mapping to GenCyber Cybersecurity First Principles:

Abstraction 

Data Hiding

Mapping to GenCyber Cybersecurity Concepts:

Domain Separation

Process Isolation

Resource Encapsulation

Modularity

Least Privilege

Layering

Simplicity

Minimization

Defense in Depth

Confidentiality

Integrity

Availability

Think Like an Adversary

Keep It Simple

Assessment of Learning:

TYPE (Examples listed below) NAME/DESCRIPTION

Accommodations: (Examples may include closed captioning for hearing impaired students; 
accommodations for students with disabilities.)



Describe any Extension Activities (i.e., ideas for further work):

Acknowledgements:

*The GenCyber website may contain links to external websites that are not government-owned or government-sponsored provided as a
convenience to our users.  The National Security Agency does not exercise any editorial control over the information found at these locations.
The hyperlinks are provided for general informational purposes only and the National Security Agency neither controls nor guarantees the
accuracy, relevance, timeliness, or completeness of any information contained in non-government website links.  The National Security Agency
neither endorses nor guarantees in any way the external organizations, services, advice, or products included in these non-government website
links.  All links are provided consistent with the mission of this website.
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	Lesson Title: Data Protection/Cryptography
	Summary: 1. Learning how to protect sensitive data using encryption 2. Learning a brief history of cryptography (encryption/decryption)3. Understanding the basic concepts of cryptography4. Learning several basic cryptographic techniques5. Hand-on practice on encryption/decryption using on-line tools 
	K-2: Off
	3-5: Off
	6-8: Yes
	High School: Yes
	Minutes: 120
	Facilitate The Learning: Knowledge of Mathematics: Pre-Algebra, and Algebra
	Materials List: Web Links:1. Navajo Code Talker Died, June 13, 2018:https://nowthisnews.com/videos/news/one-of-the-last-living-navajo-code-talkers-from-wwii-passed-away2. Cryptography in 60 Seconds: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j5fOynJrNOk3. Simple Cryptography: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ez0AOYl-i4k4. Cryptography for Kids: https://kids.kiddle.co/Cryptography5. Caesar cipher decryption tool: https://www.xarg.org/tools/caesar-cipher/ (good)6. The Black Chamber: https://www.simonsingh.net/The_Black_Chamber/caesar.html7. What is Cryptography? - Encryption and Decryption: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-5pyj9aZwiQ8. Classical Cryptography: https://www.cs.uri.edu/cryptography/classicalshiftdemo.htm (good)9. Symmetric Key Cryptography: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=10BX3zOr7wk10. Public-Key encryption Demo: http://cobweb.cs.uga.edu/~dme/csci6300/Encryption/Crypto.html (good)11. RSA Public Key Encryption Demo: https://www.hanewin.net/encrypt/rsa/rsa-test.htm12. AES: http://www.cryptogrium.com/aes-encryption-online-ecb.html13. Cryptography 101-The Basics: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fNC3jCCGJ0o (good for teachers)14. Introduction to Cryptography - Lesson 1: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=68Pqir_moqA (good for teachers)15. 3 Secret Codes You’ve Got to Try With Your Kids https://www.makeandtakes.com/3-secret-codes-to-try-with-your-kids16. Cryptography Activities for K-12: http://sites.psu.edu/cvclab/outreach/cryptopraphy-activities-for-k-12/17. The Caesar Shift: http://crypto.interactive-maths.com/uploads/1/1/3/4/11345755/shift.pdf  (good for teachers)
	Lesson Outcome: Upon completion of the camp, participants will be able to:1. Demonstrate an in-depth understanding of the GenCyber Cybersecurity Concepts.2. Understand cryptographic basics and its role in securing data communications.
	Bloom Taxonomy: Design/BuildTest/DefendCompare/ContrastApply/UseExplain/DiscussIdentify/Describe
	Acknowledgements: N/A
	Extension Activities: Activities could be extended to include more examples on decryption if students became more curious.   
	Focused Activity: Hand-on Practices:The students are asked to practice on various cryptographic techniques, such as Caesar Cipher, DES, AES, Private-key cryptography, Public-key cryptography using tools available on-line. They willencrypt a message (a plaintext) into cipher text and again decrypt the ciphertext back to the plain text.Challenge:For middle school students, easier ciphertext will be provided and asked to decrypt it to the plaintext using brute force technique.For high school students, relatively harder ciphertext will be provided and asked to decrypt it (if they can) to the plaintext using brute force technique. In addition to that, more exercises will be assigned in this session. 
	Teacher Instruction: 
	Process Isolation: Off
	Resource: Off
	Modularity: Off
	Least Privilege: Off
	Abstraction: Off
	Data Hiding: Off
	Layering: Off
	Conceptually: Off
	Minimization: Off
	Domain Separation: Off
	Defense in Depth: Yes
	Confidentiality: Yes
	Integrity: Off
	Availability: Off
	Adversary: Yes
	Simple: Off
	Previous Knowledge: 1. Explaining the basics of data protection2. Explaining and discussing the basics of cryptography3. Brief discussion on the history of cryptography from Egypt to modern time4. What are encryption and decryption and how they are performed 5. Difference between private and public key cryptography6. Hand-on practices on various cryptographic techniques using online tools 
	Assessment Type: [Observation]
	Name/Description: The instructor and TAs made observation while the activity was being performed.The instructor and TAs walked around to observe how different group are performing.The instructor and TAs asked oral questions when needed to ensure the students understood what they were doing and why.The instructor and TAs made sure all group members were engaged in the activities. The students were asked to present their final results. 
	Accommodations: N/A


